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The ~ t u d y  of emergent groups and organizations p%scrts the resezrshex 

wj.th EL rather Erustreting paradox. Althocgh new groaps and organizations are 

coostantly created and are therefore actually quite plentlful, for the social 

scienttst who wishes to observe them forming and developing they appear to be 

rather scarce, since an emergent group by defiait3.m is a non-traditional, 

non-routine phenomenon. Researchers frequently learn of the existence of such 

groups only when they have ceased to exist and are therefore forced to rely 

upon at best selective retrospective accounts and documentary resl0ues. 

H o m e r ,  we recently had occas$on to study an emergent group, not right 

at the time of Its formation, but still. while it was in existence and where 

initial participants were available for direct FntervSewing and minutes of 

meetings and other documents could be specifically sought and obtained. 

possibility for this study arose in the aftermath of a massive flood which 

occurred recently in the Eastern United States. 

major relief and recovery efforts had to be undertaken, including the sheltering 

and housing of over 20,000 evacuees, 

traditions1 and estabLishcd organizations and agencies such as the Metropolitan 

Luthern Council, the Jevish Community Center, the Hethodist and the Roinan 

Catholic churches. Although these vsri.oue groups were often quite effective in 

their activities, most found thar the end of the summer dried up a major source 

of volunteers, &.e., students, whtch made continuation of their programs very 

difficult. En addition, s m e  of the deaaminational organizations had spent 

as much money on their current flood recovery activities as they felt tney 

could justify, 

The 

As a result of the disaeter, 

Heavily involved in such efforts were 

Out of this backgrouwrl emergeid the religiausly-based Inter-FaLth Recovery 

(IFR) group, It developed out of meetings in late August which had been held 



to see if an on-going ecumenical recovery effort ccn!:: be attempted, 

anergeace of this groq became a focus of research attention of field teams 

of the Di.r;aster Research Ceneeer @RC) which ~ire~e studying several other 

aspects of the response to the disaster. 

Interviews with almost all persons involved In the initial meetings leading to 

the emergence of the Inter-Faith Flood Recovery group. 

tm:e interviewed more than once. 

documents vere tracked down and newspaper accounts about the group were 

collected. 

The 

DRC personnel obtained in-depth 

Some key individuals 

In addition, ninutes of meetings and other 

The in-depth Fnterview were guided by ideas developed in earlier BRC 

studies, especially by Thoinas Forrest's research on the emergence of an 

Xneerfaith Emergency Center (IEC) in the aftermath of the 1967 civil distur- 

bances in Detroit, Hietrigan. Forrest's study, entitled Emer_gent: Organization: 

A Sew Approach for Study (i968), is concerned ~ L t h  understanding the processes 

involved in organizationai emergence and instituti4naiization, and a consid- 

erable part oE the work involves the development of an analytical framework 

with which to look at these two processes. 

provided by the presentation of a "synthesis" of two divergent theoretical 

approaches, the emergent n o m  perspective dcvclopsd primarily by Ralph Turner 

(1964), and a feedback model advanced by Walter Buckley (1367). 

e:>?~nlt~ the flood situztion was seen by us as an opportunity to test, or at 

least to examine in a di€fcrent context, some of the ideas set forth by Forrest. 

The basic explanatory framework is 

To some 

Our effort, despite some imperfect data, provQd successful. We found 

that Forrest's ideas about: the emergent process held up very well when applied 

to the emergence of the Inter-Palth Flood Recovery group In the flood situation. 

Our data dZd not: suggest any major revisions of hia model inwfar as the 
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emergent process was concerned. However, Q U ~  study d.;d suggest some sub- 

stantial revisions or' his ideas concerning tke institutionalization process. 

Tn this paper we wit1 first illustrate how our data support Forrest's ideas 

ahorit emergence, and then advance a somewhat different model o€ instituticn- 

altzation indicated by our data and surne of :;he more recent organizational 

literature. 

Emergence of the Organization 

Forrest conceptualizes the emergence process in term8 of a series of 

developmental stages. Figure 1 sur;marizes this aeries. 

Physical and Social Events 

f 
48 

d L 
Previeus Interaction Patterns 

Crisis 

i %* 
_Situo t iona 1 Context 

\v 1, 
-----cu_4 Search for meanincr . 

+% 
Reynot er s 

f.,j 

Definition of .t& Situation 
'z 

Opinion leaderg 

Figure 1. Stages c.' develcpmont in t!ic erner;mcc process (Forrest, 195g) 

There appears to be a minor kick of cla.rity in Forrest'@ model in relation 

to the difference between developmental s'ca~es and conditions. The third and 
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fourth "stages;' "previous interaction patterns is and "situational context, '' 

are obviously not stages in the emergence process but more closely approximate 

condttions which affect this process, 

however, and we shall assum in this contest that these two factors are 

conditions while retaining the s m e  order that Forrest followed in his o m  

specification of the nodel 

The problem is not especialiy serious, 

In his treatment of the Detroit civj-1 disizurbance, the empirical case on 

which his analysis is based, Forrest chooses to start with the "crisis" rather 

than the "physical and social events" for he feels that tile physical and social 

events which lead to a cLvfE disturbance "arc far too complicated for t1ii.a 

discussion (1966: 39)." Therefore, moving itmediately into his discussion of 

the crists, Forrest states that ''a crisis is merely a label to define a social 

sycterrt in which people are not acting accordin:; to institutionalized norm 

(1958: 39-40)." In spite of the differences f r m  a civil disturbance, the 

flood situation we studied can quite definitely be labeled a crisis. 

Forrest states that it is around interactfon patterns present prior to 

the crisis that individuals tend to gather in order to restructure the 

situation (1968: 40). 

5n thls respect for there was a relattve absence of such patterns amon2 IFB 

participants prior to the crisis. 

The case of Inter-Faith Recovery is somewhat different 

Within the flooded areas there were instead factors that had long worked 

against the formation of stable interaction patterns among leaders of the 

religious corrmunity, For examp!.e, the major ecumenical body, the Council oE 

Churches, was perceived as an insctive body and received little support from 

the major denominations and almost no partlcipation by the smaller denom- 

Lnaeions. As a result the Council of Chuzchcs provided no basis for the 
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foundation of IFR. 

and the large ethnic CriLhoTLc pcpnlatfons, copcc,iGlly the Qrthodox Catholic 

groups. 

Protestant groups to support a Cathaiic as director of the board in order to 

bring the two groups closer together. 

p o r  relations between the conminities on opposite sides of the river. 

Following the flood there were claims that one 3f the communities, which was 

hit harder by the flood, was receiving less aid than the other. These and 

other more subtle problems may have served to limit the development of inter- 

action patterns prior to the flood. 

Secandly, there was a major s;?lFt between the Protestang 

This split %as inah explicit late.: d x n  there was a movement by 

Finakty, there had been a history of 

Of the interaction patterns that did exist prior to the flood, most tended 

to be more formal than thcse which Forrest describes. By more formal we mean 

a greater specificity of relations as opposed to the more diffuse quality 

Forrest infers. Host contacts, in other ~~ord'd~, appeared to be based prfrnarily 

on previous offlcial contact among individuals as representatives of their 

respective denominations rather than informal, diffuse relationships. 

In part, the difference described abovc may be accounted for by the fact 

that the original meetiags of what wzs to be Inter-Faith were arranged and 

chaired by two persons who were in m m y  ways external to the sftuattons of the 

other particj-pants; that its, they were repreoentatives of a non-religious 

organPzation, VISTA. Thus, the gathering to seek a restructuring of the 

situation, as Fozrest describes it, dhd not, in the case of IFR, emerge as 

muck fram within as one would suprase from Fcrrest's madel. 

Also the different cmzeexts of the two czises cannot be discounted, for 

the fact that the ZEC emerged in the midst of a civil disturbance may 'have 

required a faster, more responalqe reaction than was required in the flood 
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situation. 

months after the flood, lessening, to some degree, the immediacy of the 

recovery problem. 

Related to this is the fact that: IFR emerged approximately two 

More important, however, is the fact that Inter-Faith was to a large 

extent an outgrowth of organizations rather than individuals, 

workers mentioned above made an effort to contact several of the existing 

recovery organizations in order to set up the original IFR meetings. As 

such, the persons who participated in these meetings participated not only 

as individuals but as representatives of their organizations, a factor which 

accounts in part €or the more formal character of the previous Lnteraction 

patterns that did exist, 

The VISTA 

The situational context is, in Forrest's Scheme, quite simply the place 

(and the time) at which the members meet to restructure the situation (1963: 

41). 

late August, nearly two months after the flood. As already noted, it was 

arranged by two VISTA V J O ~ ~ W S  w h ,  having previously contacted several local 

voluntary organizations, had decided thst the churches were the only organ- 

ieattons which promised to be really helpful 5n meeting many of the still 

remaining needs. Although these two VISTA workers did chair the meeting, 

they endeavored to let the other participants determine as much as practical 

its direction, 

vsrious introductory remarks and supporting fieures, but they wanted the other 

participants to "carry th.e bel! n'l 

The first meeting cf wnat was to become IFR took place in a church in 

Thst is, they had drst?n up a rather sketchy agenda specifying 

"The search for meaning occur~i," says Forrest, *"when individual.s.,.came 

together to discuss tZle crisis e v m t  and eizchznze Fnformatf.on gathered from a 

number of perspectives,'' (1968: 41-42). Although the flood had occurred some 
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time before, the participants in the early IFW meetings were nevertheless 

searching for a more adequate means of deaH.rq with the situatton, for the 

previously tried methods Rsd proven to be unsatisfactory or at least inadequate 

for many of them. 

already in flood recovery and ware all aware of how much nore needed to 3e 

done, 

what: to them was a better course of action. 

Virtually all these participants had played some part 

For these reasons these persons were willing to meet En hope:: of finding 

Keynoters occupy an important place in Forrest's delineation of the 

emergence process. They are "usually individuals that, by virtue of th&,r 

previous positions of status, are naturally kooked to for leadership .... 
Keynoters act: as catalysts in determine and legitimating a definition of the 

situation," (1968: 43). This function is weill iLlustrated by the observation 

of one respondent that durisg tiza third or fourth meeting a judicatory repre- 

sentative who was attending the meetings rose and made a plea for some sort 

of "commitment." 

entiate Forrest's keynoter Erom his opinion leader, the latter being instru- 

mental in the group's actual comitrrnent to a course of action. 

above, on the other hand, was action directed to achieving some sort of 

consensus about where they were, rztiner than ~7here they were going. 

obvis~s, though, that the keyncter and the opinion leader serve simllar sorts 

of functions. 

It is apparent that it may at times be difficult to differ- 

The example 

It io 

Forrest states that "in order for the collective body to act, a CORSB~SUS 

must be reached as to what woold ?e approprlstz heh~~ior," ('1948: 44). 

must, in other words, be T comdtment to a :enera1 course of action; t5ey must 

T b r e  

declde not only that they are zoing to do sorneCl6,ng about Lt but also what 

they are going to do about it. This is the commitment OK action cammitxnent 
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stage (Forrest, 1973: 42) of porrest's formlation. 

extent on the opinion leaders referred to above. 

It relies to a great 

In the case of IFR this 

stage is probably best indicated by the agrement on the part of the partic- 

i&?~.,ta in the early part of September to or;;anize into am on-going organization 

elevated to flood recovery. 

activities as the election of officers, the appointment of a sub-committee on 

This decision $7783 rapidly followed by such 

personnel, etc., activities which tended to formalize the previously informal 

stattrs of various keynoters and opinion leaders. These leaders, or core- 

group, as Forrest calls them, give direction eo tile commitment of the group 

providing "leadership for a co-ordinated group response," (Forrest, 1963: 4-5), 

which is a necessary coadftion of the final stage of Forrest's emerseiice 

process, crystallization. 

It appears then that besides the relative absence of previous inter- 

action patterns and the m w e  formal basis of those that did exist, factors 

which we have attempted to account for above, Forrest's model of group 

emergence seems to provide an adeqtlate framework with which to approach the 

emergence of Inter-Faith Recovery. 

II_I E v q w x e  ~f the Organization Set 

In presentkg the second portton of his paper, Forrest specifies the 

institutionalization process of the emergent organization; that is, the process 

by which the organization begins interaction with other organizations in Its 

snvitoment and "enters the system." Forrest's treatment of this process in 

terms of a feed-back model is interesting as far as it goes. Tiimever, it is 

our belief that a different made1 would be more fruitful in this context as 

well as approaching more ~"sosely Fmrest 's dcslre to provide a " ~ y ~ i t h e ~ i ~ "  of 

the emergence process arid the Fnstltul:ionalflzatlon 02 the organizaEion. 
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Therefore, rather than follow #orrest's approach to the institution- 

alixztion procees in terms of a system model, we shall utilize a Eramework 

that has more recently gained favor among organizational sociologists, the 

inter-organizational network or organization set (Zvan, 1972). Although very 

little oE the literature devoted to the organizaeion concerns itsel€ with the 

emergence of that organization, even less of the literature an the organ- 

ization set attempts to grapple with the process of rhe emergence o€ that 

organization set. It may at times be Eorgotten that although obviously the 

organhation goes through some sort of emergence process, the emergence of the 

organization set La just as real. That is, certain patterned and recurrent 

selatonships are manifest as the organization set emerges just as certain 

patterned, recurrent relationships were manifest upon the emergence of the 

organization itsel€. 

thc ozgmizatfon set In a somewhat similar framework a6 we approached the 

It may be valuable then to approach the emergence. of 

emergence of the organization. 

However, the organization set is quite different from the organization 

in that Lt does not exhibit a collective identity; it is, in other wurds, 

viewed as an enrity only in terms of the perspective of the focal orgmization. 

With this €n mind, we shall define the organization set as consisting of a 

number of organizations whfch interact tn some fashion with a given focal 

organization vhich is itself the point of reference for our analysis (Evan, 

2972: 329). 

The relations or linkages between the focal organization and its organ- 

ization set can be characterized in a number of ways. Litwak, for exzmple, 

has characterized them in terms of adjudicative versus communtcative linkages 

(Litwak, 1970: 161-162). k c h  of the "inst~tution-buSZding" literature has 
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been built aromd enabling, functidnal, normative, and diffuse linkages 

(Elase, 2973). However, Litwak's schemz does not appear applicable here and 

the linkages referred to in the literature on ihstitution-building represent 

mainly a convenient conceptual apparatus which tge believe promise little or no 

theoretical value, In the case of Inter-Faith, if any scheme differentiating 

types of interorganizational linkages was operative among the participants, it 

appeared to be in terms cf the distinction between linkages or contacts involving 

resources and those involving recognition. 

We shall return to this distinction further on, but a more immediate 

question should probably concern us first, namely, hot7 are the linkages estab- 

lished and through what process is the organization set formed? 

In an attempt to integrate the treatment of the emergence of the organ- 

ization set with Forrest's treatment of the emergence of the organization, we 

will suggest, as did Forrest, a series of phases for analytically approaching 

the emergence process of the orsanization set. Figure 2 represents a sununary 

of these phases. 

Cry st allizat ian 

Development of Boundary Personnel 

i 
Lecognit ion Phase 

(Initiation of External Contacts) 

t 
Resource-Recognition Phose 

i 

Institutionalization 

F5gure 2. Phases in the Develop-s;t?rrt o€ the Emergent Organization Set 
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The first phase, crystallization, provides a link between the emergence 

of the organization and the emergence of the ozganizatfan set in that it is the 

final phase of Forrest's model. Crystallization iEdicates that the organization 

in question (the focal organization) is mare or less committed to a course of 

action and "has distinct identifiable characteristics not previously recog- 

niz&" (Correst, 1973: 423). This appears to be an obvious prerequisite to the 

emergence of the organization set, 

The second phase is the development of boundary personnel or the structural 

delineation of responsibility for external cmtacts. 

two key individuals emerged as the primary representatives fog development of 

interorganizational contacts. The specificetion of these individuals, rather 

than an arbitrary assignment, appeared to emerge in the early meetings from a 

consensus among the members thar: the given individuals were the obvious chokes 

for this function. 

that he had been associated with a previously established church-based recovery 

effort, both were known as "good businessmen" and were therefore perceived as 

capable of the job. 

In the case of Inter-Faith, 

Although m e  of the two had a more developed repatation in 

The development of boundary personnel also occurred at a lower level in the 

organization as well. There were situatfone in v h k h  lower level staff personnel 

first established contact rtitlr 5ther groups 2nd organizations, but this inizial 

contact was usually follo~~ed up Iry interaction between the newly contacted group 

and higher level personnel of XFR. After the establishment of a relationehip, 

contact through lower level pel-some1 became more cornon and it seems probable 

that in the later phases of the enlerpnce of the organization set these sanie 

personnel would take on mare of the tasks of external ccirrtact. 
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The third phase is the actual initiation of external contacts which we call 

the recognition phase. 

number of possible classificatory schemes relevan'i to interorganizational link- 

ages, the scheme most appropriate here seems to be Sased on two primary tasks 

facing the organization: a) establishing recognition and b) obtaining and/or 

dcpositing resources. Although other externally-directed tasks are certainly 

important for the organization, e.g., obtaining authorization, etc., the above 

tasks appeared to be of primary importance in the early operating scheme of IPB. 

As noted earlier, it appears that although there are a 

The first task, that of establishins recognition, consists of both the 

establishment of visibility and the acquisition of legitimacy. Although the 

former terra is self-explanatory the latter should '5e defined. FollowinZ Perrow, 

we shall define legitimacy as the acceptance ;y a relevant population (Le they 

organizations, groups or individuals) of Loth the goods and services provided 

by an organization and its means of "production" (Perrow, 1970: 98-99>. This 

acceptance is similar to the concept of donain consensus discussed in the 

literature. Withoct some consensus regarding the speciflc goals it wishes to 

pursue and the functtons it undertakes in order to implement its goals, Levine 

and White (1961) state that there can be no exchange among organizations, 

.o> (1967: 28) paints out that: the establishmsnt of domain is neither 

arbitrary nor unilateral since it involves recognition ty those who provide 

support in the task environment and Ly those for which the focal organizstion 

provides some desira:>le output. In short, the development of recognition by 

an organization set consistin?, of Loth suppliers of inputs and consurrmers of 

outputs is a prerequisite to organizai; iorial Eanctioning. 

The second task is chat of os'raitiinn, and/or depositin; resources. Resources 

is taken in a rather Lrosd sense ir: this context to include not only material, 

financial and personnel resczirces, ,ut infcmriation as well. 
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Returning now to the third phase of the prddess of emergence of the rtrgan- 

ization set, the initiatioa of external contacts, we find that although Loth 

tasks are important in this phase, the establishment of recognition is given 

primacy by the focal organization. At thls point IPR, through its director, 

initiated contacts with the office of the U.S. President's representative in 

the area as well as various disaster-relevant organizations such as the Red Cross. 
\ 

As mentioned ajove previous interaction patterns play an important role 

in Forrest's discussion of the emergence. of the organization. 

this third phase of the emergence of the organization set that they also appear 

inportant. The director of IFR, for: instarlce, uttlized several of his prior 

contacts while developing Linkages crith other organizations for TFR. 

treasurer, the other primary L-..oundary personnel, also had close contzcts with 

national governmental and religious funding organizations. 

Xt is mainly ir, 

The 

The third phase shades off into the fourth, which we have chosen to call. 

the resource-recognition phase. 

between the recoenition and resource tasks is most pronounced, That is, recog- 

nition may Lead to some sort of en exchange of resources, or a request or offer 

Of resources may lead to increased recqnition. Por instance, during the early 

part of InCer-Faith's existence, the Department of Rousing and Urban Developrcent 

requested that Inter-Faith distri ute appraxinately 60,000 blankets for them. 

In what was "the key *LO OUT total relationship with the yvernment," in the 

words of one key participant, KFR managed to s~cccssfully carry out the request, 

thereby esta"1ishing a firm reczo:y-dtfon with the government. 

fPB's contacts with the Family Service AssociztJon, the United Way and 

It is in chic; phase that the interrelation 

Central Information Service (CIS) are also examples oE 12nkages characteristic 

cf this phase. The last organization, CXS, was contacted through an informal 
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channel. and proceeded to divert volunteers and material resources into IFR 

while at the same t i m  helping to esta5lisii recosnition of the organization. 

It is especially in this fourth phase t!iat we note the focal organization 

making use of its power aftained in earlier phases to effect the successful 

emergence of its organization set. It must, in other ~mrds, gain sowe degree 

of power relative to cornpetin? organizations for it to sttain any control over 

scarce organizational resources (Rosengren, 1970: 126; Dynes, 1969: 216-217). 

EobJever, because Inter-Faith energed in a disasiler situation, a situation in 

which there were many zaps which a service orzanization could fill, competltion 

over domain vas not as apparent as might be the ca5e in a non-disaster situation, 

The final sta,=e of the process of the emerzence of the organization set 

consists of the institutionalization of the emergent organization and its 

emergent organization set. '%is ins;itutionalization can kest be described as 

a more or less stai,le srate of exchange 5ettJeen the focal orsanization and its 

organization set. 

It was not until this final phase of the organiza2ion set emergence (a 

phase that we can locate at about t~70 nonths after the first nleetinp of Inter- 

Faith) that IFR acquired linkages with several private usiness firms. Often 

such private fjrm6, involved ixainly in concerns not directly relevant to disasters, 

seem to exhibit a kind of conservatism or "wait-and-see" attitude In disaster 

situations. 

lens% phase seems comistent ~7ith this characterization of conservatism. 

That such organizations entered IPR's organization set only at this 

-- Discussion 

Of course, the orzanizstion s ~ t  m y  €ail to materialize at all. Flhethel: 

for siich Qeneral reasons as the lack of sufficient le2;itirnacy or the inability 
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to supply or consum appropriate resources, the organization may fail during 

any of the phases, thereby precluding the emergence of its organization set 

arid thereby its own survival. 

the model outlined herein could prove useful in delineating the various factors 

which may contribute to failure in orghnization set emergence oy providing 

a meaningful. framewor!c by which to isolate these very factors, 

for example, that the factors contributing to failure at one phase rmy, at 

another phase, contribute to sraccsssful emergence. For instance Rosengren 

suggests that as a service organization matares it tends to change its orien- 

Xn reference to this we wish to point out that 

It is possible, 

tation to its clients from one characterized by a "broad lateral basis" to a 

m5re specific, long-term ("Longitudinal") focus. In terms of our mcidel, the 

"lateral" orientation PJould be likely to exist primarily during the recognition 

phase outlined above. To continue such a broad basis, however, can be 

"potentially a divisive pGttern," in Rcsengren2s words, for it tends to in- 

crease the focal organization's reliance on other organizations, making it more 

vulnerable to manipulation (1970: 124). Therefore, while the lateral basis 

i x y  tc mope effective during the recognition phase of the emergence of the 

focal organization's organization set, it is likley to be a 1i;aSifity upon 

the entrance into the institutionnlization phase where 3 more "longitudinal" 

orientation would be appropriate. 

under what conditioris various facriors c m  influence the energence process. 

The model may thus serve to delineate 

A difficulty facing eve37 new organkzztioii is what Stiiichcam3e descrtbes 

as the "liability of netmesc" (Scinchcombe, 1965). Essentially this concep2 

centers around the idea t%t a I,W orgdnkzdkion mrl~t in some fasiiioa either 

possess or create a uew market. Closely reicted to our previously defined use 



of the term legitimcy, the "liability of tl~~nes~'' is likely to be less of 

a problem in the esse of a rare dlsanter :~tuz:cion since the radically altered 

conditions are likely to open up snd expose several gaps to be filled by 

various organizational servlces. Tlifs is, of course, only a re:tstive diff- 

erence and the degree of liability of newness would vary with such factors 

as the extent of previous community djlsaster experience, the services offered 

by the new organization, etc. 

that as conditions return or approximate the ire-disaster situation, the 

m r k e z  which had supported the emergent organization might disappear (Perry, 

Gillespie and Hileti, 1974: 117). 

It weald also be dmperative to keep in mind 

Such a return to pre-disaster conditions would likely require a renego- 

tiation of the process of organization set emergence. 

the organization night be forced to return to an earlier phase in order to 

develop a new or modified organization set relevant to the new market situation. 

A renegotiation of the phases is, then, shilar to the process of "goal succ- 

ession" discussed so often in the literature, although the former term focuses 

on external relationships of the organization rather than internal structure. 

That is, to some extent 

Unlike the original emergence in the midst of a crisis situation, renego- 

The ct.anging market for the organ- tiation is likely to be much more gradual. 

fzstion's product will shibt relatively s13wIy permitting the or, Danization 

aore time in which to initiate external caritacts. 

Conc 1 u 3 Inn ---- 
It is useful to n3te that although this p.qer has been directed toward 

tke era3rgence processes in a dibaster s ~ t v a t L x ~ ,  sac'n processes are obvisusly 

inportant concerns in non-drsastc:: sftuatism as well. ft appears likely thot 



because of greater time constraints in sl disaster, the emergence of both the 

organization and the organization set are likely to be more rapid and to 

exhibit different patterns than would be the case under more normal circum- 

stances. 

the emergence process in varying settings in order to indicate the general- 

izsbility of the models above. 

It would therefore be important to attempt to locate and specify 

Although study of a disaster situation may sometimes make generalization 

to other situations difficult, the disaster context does provide us with 

numerous advantages which have been discussed elsewhere (Barton, 1969; Dynes, 

1969). Most relevant here, however, appears to be the fact that the rapidly 

changing disaster environment provides an excellent opportunity to view the 

more fluid aspects of complex organizations. In such a context the elimin- 

ation of the barrier between the study of collective behavior and the study of 

complex organizations becomes possible (Dynes and Quarantelli, 1968). It has, 

in fact, been an explicit concern in this paper to attempt a synthesis of these 

two general perspectives. For although such syntheses have been championed 

mainly by those in the area of collective behavior (Quarantelli and Weller, 

1973) the advantages accrue to both orientations. 
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